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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Application download Application registration 

Enhance your docking station experience by utilising our custom software, i-tec Docker Pro. Whether you work
in an office or at home, we would encourage you to take advantage of the features detailed below.

 

DATA BACKUP

Manual or automatic backup of all user data in the Windows environment. The user can backup to any USB
drive, or flash or SD card, when using any i-tec docking station. The following features are included:

Selection of folders/directories to be backed up automatically
Backup method (automatic or manual)
Incremental daily or hourly backup (following the initial full backup)
The option to backup to multiple disks
Company data protection

 

The full incremental backup, the launch of which can be pre-set, manually initiated or automated, provides the
user access to a reliable and easy to use data backup service, ensuring simple access or recovery of data, in
case of corruption or loss.   The user is eligible to create unlimited copies of the backed-up data, using an
unlimited number of external storage devices. A typical user scenario might involve a backup at the office using
local storage, and a second backup at home.  

i-tec Docker Pro backup features are enabled for all i-tec docking stations and all external backup devices,
including third-party storage devices.  

 

MAC CLONE
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Regardless of the brand or model of the notebook or tablet being used, i-tec Docker Pro allows the device to
clone its native MAC address to the LAN port on the docking station. The benefit of this feature is clear: when
working in a secure environment, where only a pre-defined set of MAC addresses can be connected to the
company network, a docking station with its own MAC address, would be refused access. Enabling the MAC
clone feature means your docking station will simply adopt the MAC address of the notebook, allowing seamless
connection to the company network.  

 

YOUR WORKPLACE, YOUR WAY

Having to manually launch the same set of applications every day in the office? i-tec Docker Pro makes this
a thing of the past. Simply define your favourite applications and the software will launch them when you
connect an i-tec docking station to your notebook.  

 

SAFE UNDOCKING

Rushing to get out or to a meeting? i-tec Docker Pro allows you to quickly and safely disconnect all devices (incl.
flash drives, hard drives, etc.) with a single click, meaning you no longer have to worry about the risk of
damaging devices and corrupting valuable data due to improper disconnection. When undocked correctly, your
MAC address setup will revert to the native operating system settings.  

 

CROSS-BRAND COMPATIBILITY

Any notebook or tablet brand and model is supported, as long as it runs Windows 10. Installation is simple
straightforward, including with corporate rollout support.    

This application enhances your user experience with i-tec docking station, providing features like MAC Address
cloning and Data Backup. However, this software does not serve as a driver for the docking station (for driver
installation, please follow the instruction in the product manual).    

PRODUCT FEATURES

 
Docker Pro is NOT a driver for the docking station
Supported Operating System: Windows 10
i-tec Docker Pro runs as a Windows service in the background
Administrator permission required for installation
Feature settings (i.e. MAC clone, automatic program start-up, etc.) may be set by the administrator, in
admin settings
i-tec Docker Pro is available in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Czech & Polish
Following a 30-day trial, registration is required in order to retain the MAC clone function and Automated
backup
The application supports corporate server installation, including installation of the full version, following
registration.
Supported i-tec docking stations include:

 

i-tec Thunderbolt3/USB-C Dual DisplayPort 4K Docking Station + Power Delivery 85W (TB3CDUALDPDOCKPD)

i-tec Thunderbolt 3 Dual 4K Docking Station + USB-C to DisplayPort Cable (1,5 m) + Power Delivery 85W
(TB3HDMIDOCKPLUS)
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i-tec Thunderbolt; 3 Dual 4K Docking Station + Power Delivery (TB3HDMIDOCK)

i-tec USB-C / USB-A 3.0 3x 4K Docking Station + Power Delivery (CATRIPLE4KDOCKPD)

i-tec USB 3.0 / USB-C Dual Display Docking Station with Power Delivery (CADUAL4KDOCKPD)

i-tec USB 3.0 / USB-C / Thunderbolt 3 Dual Display Docking Station + Power Delivery 65W (CADUA4KDOCKPDL)

i-tec USB 3.0 / USB-C Dual Display Docking Station (CADUAL4KDOCK)

i-tec USB-C/Thunderbolt 3 Triple Display Docking Station + Power Delivery 85W (C31TRIPLEDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Dual Display MST Docking Station with Power Delivery (C31DUALDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Metal 4K Docking Station with Power Delivery (C31METAL4KDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Metal Low Profile 4K Triple Display Docking Station + Power Delivery 85 W (C31FLATDOCKPDPLUS)

i-tec USB-C Pocket Dock 4K HDMI or VGA with PD (C31POCKET4KDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Travel Dock 4K HDMI or VGA (C31TRAVELDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Storage Docking Station 4K HDMI + Power Delivery 85W (C31HDD4KDOCKPD)

i-tec USB-C Flat Docking Station + Power Delivery 60W (C31FLATDOCKPDV2)

i-tec USB-C 4K Mini Docking Station PD/Data (C31MINIDOCK4KPD)

i-tec USB-C Metal Nano Docking Station 4K HDMI LAN + Power Delivery 100 W (C31NANODOCKLANPD)

i-tec USB-C Metal Nano Dock 4K HDMI + Power Delivery 60 W (C31NANODOCKPD)

i-tec USB 3.0 Dual Docking Station HDMI DVI (U3HDMIDVIDOCK)

i-tec USB 3.0 Travel Docking Station Advance HDMI or VGA (U3TRAVELDOCK)

SPECIFICATION

Part Number Product Description & EAN

DOCKERPROSW i-tec Docker Pro (v 2.2)
EAN:

Hardware

Bus type -

Ports/Connectors

System Requirements

Operating system Windows 10 - Automatic installation of OS drivers. Other operating
systems - manual driver installation. Firmware updates automatically.

Other features

Colour

Housing Material

Product Dimensions
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https://i-tec.cz/en/produkt/c31minidock4kpd-2/
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https://i-tec.cz/en/produkt/c31nanodockpd-2/
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Product Weight

Package Weight

Packaging Dimensions (LxWxH)

Support

Warranty period 2 years

Technical support lifetime

Package contents

 

For further information regarding setup or for answers to FAQ’s, please visit our website i-tec.pro.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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